Abstract: This article is focused on the multi-robot applied Voronoi tessellation based area partitioning algorithm operation and properties. The selection of main parameters of the algorithm is covered and explanation of the algorithm functionality is given. The subspace area equality and the operation time are taken as main measures of the algorithm operation for experiments where a dependency on the border shape and structure and a number of robots in the group are considered. The experimental data, gained during the study, is summarized mainly in a graphical way.
Introduction
In the paper, we present a novel architecture for a fully distributed tessellation algorithm and study the most important algorithm properties and its parametrization.
Multi-robot topics and collaborative robotics are gaining the interest of both theoretical and applied science in recent years. The application for the multi-robot activity coordination considered in the paper can be widely applied since it resolves a general problem of coordination in the area of operation. Nevertheless, besides the particular application in the paper, we would like to mention a few applicable examples: -area coverage -cleaning tasks [1] , resource foraging; -autonomous vehicle control [2] ; -patrolling on a given area [3] ; -distributed sensing and networking using autonomous mobile objects [4] .
Resources of the robotic group [5, 6] during the operation in a closed environment are used not only for the tasksolving algorithm implementation, but as well on: -conflict, collision and resolution coordination; -cooperative behavior for the multi-robot solution optimization.
It is important to mention, that the size of a robot relatively to the environment reference size matters. The bigger a robot relatively to an environment, the higher payload for the computational subsystem by the coordination and conflict resolution tasks is generated. There is a number of ways how one can resolve conflicts between group members during the task progression. Multi-agent trading cooperation [7] , centralized guidance [8] , collective swarm coordination approach [9] are among the most modern and advanced techniques for a robotic group conflict management. However, most of them either applicable for centralized systems only (centralized guidance) or cannot exclude collision during the operation, but resolves collisions once they happened. This article describes another method -a way of coordination based on area partitioning, which structures the interaction and thus minimize number of conflicts between members of the group. During the research of multirobot area coverage algorithms authors found an interesting idea of building a tessellation over the area of operation prior to the actual coverage routine. The main advantage of the proposed method is a continuous separation of group members by virtual borders that are generated from the very beginning and being updated through the course of the action. This method would deliver an appropriate performance only when areas are similar or same size. In other words, it is important to make sure, that after partitioning each robot has same portion of work as others. Voronoi tessellation has been used in many similar applications [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , but there were several challenges connected to a particular application of the given method:
1. System architecture in case of fully distributed algorithm run; 2. Creating a tessellation for the multi-robot system and parsing vertices targeted infinity; 3. Parametrization of the algorithm; 4. Extensive testing/simulation for different initial conditions in order to understand properties of the algorithm. Since the best case of having equal areas for each robot may not be always possible, answering the question of how similar areas of tessellation regions are becomes very important.
There are several papers dedicated to multi-robot Voronoi tessellation-based algorithms for different applications. Multi-robot Voronoi tessellation is considered in [10] as a control algorithm for agent-based sensor network. Similar algorithm is described in [11] where it is applied to an area coverage problem in a non-convex environment with obstacles. However, it remains unclear how the outside borders are handled during the run in both cases as well as the stability of the operation depending on border shape and overall system organization. The main motivating aspects for the current work are: 1. The need of a fully distributed architecture capable of running the Voronoi-based tessellation routine, despite of having an existing drawback of required positioning information by each robot; 2. The parametrization/optimization required for the algorithm to succeed; 3. gaining missed clarity on how good in terms of a work split the tessellation is, i.e. how far are the resulting areas apart.
Building a solid algorithm applicable to a broad spectrum of convex-shaped environments utilizes the infinitylocated Voronoi vertices parsing and the universal polygon clipping routine and thus generalizes the algorithm to any polygon-defined operational area. While the algorithm works for the wide spectrum of input data, it cannot be called general, since it is developed under assumptions that robot positioning information available for each robot and the definition of a convex operation area is given by a polygon with finite number of vertices. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the algorithm and the architecture of the control system are described. The way how the update period and the positioning precision is fixed for the algorithm is explained in section 3. This is followed by the description of the experiments for different initial conditions in section 4, where the most important properties of algorithm are considered. In section 5 a summary of the main outcome of the work and implementation drawbacks along with future work ideas are given.
The algorithm
The algorithm is executed for the robotic group G operating on the territory Q (shown in Figure 1 ). The algorithm is based on the Voronoi tessellation routine [15] and utilizes an interconnection via so-called "blackboard" shared memory distributed over the local group memories. System architecture supporting the algorithm is shown in Figure 2 . Local memories of robotic units are continuously synchronizing with each other and thus the memory area can be treated as a virtual shared storage. We denote it "blackboard" [16] . In order to simplify the synchronization task, it is being done multiple times per every iteration of the tessellation algorithm and thus local "blackboards" are considered to be equalized.
The algorithm starts with the update of robots coordinates R, which are filled into the "blackboard" by each robot of the group:
. . .
where N -is the number of robots and j = 0 . . . T, t = ∆t · j is a transformation into discrete time. After this step a Voronoi tessellation
where d -denotes the distance function and P k,l are subsets in Q, is built-up [17, 18] locally on each robot computational unit and is then verified by direct comparison via publishing the results onto the "blackboard".
Voronoi tessellation has vertices located in infinity and thus must be cut in order to create a structure within convex territory border ∂Q, which is described by a polygon with M vertices:
In order to cut infinity vertices away, there is a following method used. Tessellation function returns vectors showing directions to the infinity vertices. A substitute vertex for each infinity vertex is placed on a distance, which is bigger than max(sizeof (∂Q)) (see Figure 3) . The Vatti clipping algorithm [19, 20] is executed afterwards in order to limit the final tessellation V i by ∂Q: The verification of the results, which is generated locally on each robot is done after the tessellation is ready. Results of the algorithm execution are shown in Figure 4 . Afterwards, the area and corresponding centroid coordinates are calculated as follows:
where coordinates of V j ′ centroid P j . Calculated centroid P j becomes a target point for the robot-positioning algorithm and thus after algorithm execution the whole area is divided into subspaces V j ′ and robots are positioned in P j .
Based on the Voronoi tessellation definition, it is claimed that the "virtual borders" of V j ′ are separating all robots from the very first step of the algorithm. 
Parametrization
The target point P j for the robot is being updated every T i , so this point can be thought as running away all the time until robot reaches it. The reach definition is based on the positioning precision parameter ∂P -threshold for the robot position relatively target point P j .
Update interval period T i is more or less a technical parameter, which is heavily dependent on hardware capabilities of the robotic system. For further experiments, this parameter is fixed to T i = 100 ms value. The positioning precision ∂P is a parameter that defines how long it would take the algorithm to converge and as well defines the final "quality" of tessellation, i.e. deviation of the robot position from the ideal centroid point.
Based on simulation data ( Figure 5 ) the positioning precision ∂P is fixed on 1 cm for all further experiments.
Properties study and simulation
The simulation is done for the robotic group, except robot number dependency study, containing 6 robots of 12 cm size with 5 cm/s linear velocity and 0.75 rad/sec angular velocity. The polygon is rectangular shape with size of 2 × 1.5 m unless otherwise noted.
One of the quality measure for the partitioning algorithm is an area difference between the smallest and biggest parts ∆A, but as well relative area difference shall be tracked ∂A = ∆A max(A j )
, j = 1 . . . N, where A j is an area for the part j. Tests showed that values ∆A and ∂A are not necessarily associated. For instance, when the number of robots fluctuates, the absolute value stays approximately stable, whereas relative difference grows, since the parts are getting smaller when a robot is added (see Figure 6 ). The time of the experiment (as a cycle count) as well as both ∆A and ∂A were logged during the simulation. As variable parameters, the number of robots, robotic group original position and the test polygon borders were taken.
Experiment I: number of robots
When the number of robot variation all three different start configurations (see Figure 7) for robotic group were considered, the average values and deviations were calculated. The results of robots quantity variation are shown in Figure 8 while final configurations are shown in Figure 9 . It is clear, that cycle count is growing with the number of robots. Here it is important to notice, that the cycle count is a measure of the duration, but not the algorithm complexity in this case. The deviation vale grows as well, which says that each additional robot not only slows down the process of tessellation, but also brings an uncertainty to the result. As per definition, the Voronoi tessellation is not a unique configuration and thus the is a possibility to get several tessellation configurations based on centroids within given borders [21] . There were traces of robots operation saved during the experiment in order to investigate smoothness of the travel during tessellation. The traces are shown in Figure 10 for the case of 6 robots. As one can see, robots with the smallest initial area had to change direction of movement in order to accomplish the tessellation. 
Experiment II: start position variation
The group start position impact analysis was done by shifting the entire group within II quadrant of the polygon coordinate system (see Figure 11) . The gathered data of the cycle count and area difference are shown in Figure 12 as a surface graph. Moving the group towards the polygon center equalize the areas of tessellation, despite the duration grows. 
Experiment III: border variation
Different border shapes were considered for the study of the border variation influence on the tessellation algorithm. This experiment was performed with a fixed number of robots (6) and the fixed start configuration (robots are grouped around the center of the polygon). The border shapes and the results are shown in Figure 13 .
Conclusion and future work
This paper is focused on the particular Voronoi tessellation-based approach of robotic group activity coordination. Despite the idea of algorithm has been considered previously [10, 11] , there were still many open points challenging the practical implementation of the method. System architecture development, algorithm of Voronoi infinity-located vertices parsing, algorithm structure and communication flow allowing continuous execution of tessellation routine, clear parametrization including positioning error and investigation of algorithm properties are among of most important points of the article. Based on the data, gathered during the experiments, we can say that: -Experiments show that the algorithm is robust against variations of the start position, border shape and number of robots; -Tessellation is done in a way which guarantees a personal subspace for each robot and the difference between subspace areas are 15. . . 35%; -The cycle count of the algorithm grows with the number of robots in the group.
It is important to notice that at the end of the algorithm operation, each robot is located in the center of the associated area and thus the following operation may be optimized using the information about known start position. There are two main drawbacks of the proposed solution: positioning information being required from the global navigation system, polygon border required to be convex. Our future works will naturally focus on resolution of these points. Considering that having position information is quite challenging, authors are looking into direction of joint use of navigation and mapping algorithms (such as SLAM) and the proposed coordination algorithm in future works. Since the algorithm is created as part of area coverage solution, one of the possible ways of development is about coverage "interest" dependent tessellation (with a given or dynamically distributed density function). For example, this problem is important for cleaning task where the dirt amount is defined as a density function on the polygon and either given or estimated using information from previous cleaning runs.
